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RAK Hotspot Miner Weekly Status Update 

February 24th, 2021 

Hey Peoples Network Expanders, Happy Wednesday!  You all are amazing, thank you for 
continuing to bear with us as we work to ship as many hotspots out as quickly and efficiently as 
possible.  We are delighted to announce that shipping has officially resumed!  Read below for 
specific updates on the Shipping Batches and a bit of information on the International Supply 
Chain Process: 
 
International Supply Chain Process: 
 
-RAKwireless (located in China) manufactures the units and works with Cal-Chip and UPS to 
schedule pickup of the units.  This typically takes 2-3 days to schedule a pickup once ready. 
 
-UPS takes over from there 
 
-Customs have two steps: 
 
1. Export Customs check in China (or Hong Kong).  This checks things such as whether the 
boxes contain anything illegal. 
 
2. Import Check upon entry into the USA. 
 
*Fun Fact: Hong Kong International Airport is more often used because of proximity and 
because it has more international flight connections than Shenzhen Airport. They are just 23 
miles apart. 
 
-Once the shipping batch arrives in the United States, it will be directed to either John F. 
Kennedy International Airport (New York, New York) or the Philadelphia International Airport. 
(Philly, PA).   
 
-Once the batch arrives at the airport, it needs to go through a process called “pre-clearance.” 
As soon as the batch makes it through the pre-clearance, it makes its way into actual Airport 
Customs. (U.S. Customs). 
 
The process with customs can take anywhere from 2 days to 2 weeks, at each end (China and 
US). After the batch gets full customs approval, it gets loaded onto a truck and begins to make 
its way to Cal-Chip Connected Devices Headquarters (Located in Warminster, PA). 
 
Once the shipment arrives on our docks, we go through the counting and inventory process.  
After this is complete, we start shipping to you, our valued customer! 
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 Where are the Animals? 
 
-Cheetah: Cheetah arrived at Cal-Chip HQ over the weekend, and shipping was resumed on 
Monday, February 22nd.  We started fulfilling the U.S. and Canada orders first and shipped 
through Order #2309.  The Cheetah E.U. shipments have started going out today, Wednesday 
February 24th, 2021.   
  
-Dolphin:  Dolphin has cleared United States Customs!  We are eagerly awaiting its arrival so 
we can start whipping out shipments to some of you Dolphin lovers out there.       
  
-Eagle:  We are still expecting 6k units to ship in the Eagle batch, and we expect a full update 
on this next week. 
   
-Falcon: We are still creating the Falcon and will have more info on its size and shipping 
estimations in the upcoming weeks ahead. 
  
-Gorilla: More info to come in the weeks ahead  
  
-Hippo:  More info to come in the weeks ahead 
 
Common Chart Questions: 
  
Q: My order number puts me in the Eagle Batch, I am supposed to be receiving a RAK 
Hotspot Miner V1 re-worked unit, but the chart shows V2's. What does this mean?" 
  
A: After the 10,000 re-worked units are shipped out, the v2's will begin to ship out, finishing 
the fulfillment of the V1 order backlog.  This means that some customers will be receiving the 
V2 unit instead of the re-worked device, essentially a free upgrade. 
 
Q: What if my order number isn't listed on the chart? 
  
A: This means we do not yet have enough information on the specifics of your order at this 
time, and we will share more information regarding shipping lead times as we have it. 
 
Q: Do the businesses get preferential treatment, or get to skip us in line? 
  
A: Businesses DO NOT get special treatment, or prioritized shipping.  The businesses are not 
cutting you in line. Our business clients placed many large volume orders in late September, 
and we are starting to see the volume of some of these start to ship, while continued business 
and e-commerce orders come in. We have a complete division for our business clients, and 
when orders are placed, we ship partials to the businesses in order for more units to get to e-
commerce clients.  New incoming business orders get placed in the order queue just as 
consumers do. 
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**If your order number is not listed on the shipping chart, it simply means we do not have enough information at 
this time to provide a better forecast, we will have more information in the coming weeks ahead. 
 
 
If your order # is lower than Order #2309 and you have not yet received an order confirmation or tracking 
number, please email our support team. It could be something as simple as needing an address verification.
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Chart Column Breakdown: 

 

-Batch Nickname: The nicknames given to shipping batches to help differentiate from the rest. 
For example, if you are a part of the Cheetah batch, you know that you are a part of the next 
shipping cycle. If you are a part of the Dolphin batch, you will know that you are in the shipping 
batch after the Cheetah batch, based on alphabetical order. 

 
-RAK Version: The type of RAK Hotspot Miner that is shipping, whether that be the re- worked 
v1 units, or the RAK Hotspot Miner v2 

 
-Units in Shipments: The number of total units in the batch 

 
-Shipping to Businesses: The number of units shipping to our B2B clients 

 
-Total after business units: The total number of units that will be shipped to community 
members 

 
-US E-Commerce: The total number of US/Canada hotspots available to ship with this cycle 

 
-EU E-Commerce: The total number of the 868Mhz shipping to consumers with this cycle 

 
-Est US/Canada: This is an estimate of the highest order number we plan to ship through 
with the current shipping stock of US/Canada 915Mhz RAK Hotspot Miner versions. 

 
-Est E.U.: This is an estimate of the highest order number of the 868Mhz RAK Hotspot Miner 
versions we plan to ship to with the allotted stock. 

 
Shipping Goals: 

 

-To start shipping the Cheetah Batch by the end of this week! 
 

-Be all caught up with the V1 order back-log by the end of March 2021 
 
Transparency: 
  
It has been brought to our attention that some customers feel that Cal-Chip has been providing "false 
expectations" to their customers.  Please take note that we provide these real-time updates at the 
community's request to be more transparent.  With transparency comes disappointment, things that are 
out of our control are happening and changing every day, this is inevitable.  The best we can do for our 
valued customers as a company is to keep them informed and work our absolute hardest to overcome 
these hurdles and unexpected obstacles.  We will never stop striving to give you our very best. 
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If you have any questions related to supply chain or would like to request a return for your RAK Hotspot 
 
Miner v1 pre-order, please do not hesitate to contact us at support@calchipconnect.com. 
  
For any technical or networking questions, please continue to contact support@helium.com 
  
Thanks again for your patience and continued enthusiasm!  We are extremely eager to resume shipping 
and cannot wait to see the People's Network continue to grow exponentially with every newly onboarded 
hotspot.   
  
We are still aiming to be caught up on back-orders by the end of March 2021.  
  
Until Next Wednesday! 
  
Kind regards, 
  
  
The Cal-Chip Connected Devices Team 
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We are all aware of the challenges surrounding COVID, supply chain, and part shortages, 
and hopefully it’s understood that all these challenges are something Cal- Chip Connect 
cannot control. What we can control however, is how we respond to these challenges. 
 

In order to ensure that we fulfill our orders as fast as possible and to prevent further 
back-log, we have placed an order with RAKwireless for an additional 50,00 hotspots! 

 

We are very anxious to receive product so we can turn around and ship as quick as 
possible. Thank you again for hanging with us as we work together to continue to 
expand the People’s Network worldwide! 
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